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Taxes can be tough, but so is Smead
Smead TUFF® filing solutions include file wallets, file pockets, and expanding files

with added reinforcement at critical wear points, making them virtually indestructible.

Stay in the pocket, file pocket that is
Smead pockets accommodate a wide range of document volume and

organizational needs, making them the perfect companions for the daily grind.

TUFF® Redrope 
File Wallets

Easily organize files
on the go or on a shelf

EASY GRIP® Redrope 
File Pockets

Easily retrieve from drawers or 
shelves with a non-slip grip

TUFF® Redrope 
File Pockets

Retrieve groups of files and 
bulky documents effortlessly

Manila End Tab
File Pockets

Seamlessly integrates 
into any shelf filing system

TUFF® Redrope 
Expanding Files

Efficiently transport and 
store sorted documents

Assorted Poly
File Pockets

Poly material is tear and 
water-resistant
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Find Forms & Files Fast
Time is of the essence, especially during tax season. SuperTab® products offer a

90% larger tab enabling quick identification and retrieval of documents, files,
and client information.

Specific Solutions for Specific Needs
For mortgage-related matters, specialty pressboard mortgage filing solutions are 
 available with convenient preprinted labels and checklists to keep you on track.

SUPERTAB®
File Folders

Take advantage of the spacious 
SuperTab® labeling area and 
keep file details at the ready, 

right on the tab

SUPERTAB®
Poly File Folders

Protect your documents with a water 
and tear-resistant SuperTab® 

option, with easy-to-spot 
high-impact colorways

SUPERTAB®
Fastener File Folders

Keep important paperwork 
in-order and quickly accessible 
on the front or back panels with 

built-in metal fasteners

Pressboard
Mortgage Folders

Organize mortgage paperwork
between preprinted built-in dividers
that enable quick access to client

information and a document checklist

Pressboard
Mortgage Dividers

Add individual preprinted 
dividers as needed to existing 

bulky mortgage files for 
increased organization
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Practical Portability for Preparers
Smead file jackets and two-pocket folders are excellent solutions for

keeping documents organized and protected in storage, in use, or in transit.

Taxation with Categorization
Smead Cascading Wall Organizers are the ultimate tool for categorizing paperwork in a 

highly accessible way. The collapsible construction and elastic closure enable easy transport, 
storage, and retrieval, all while keeping interior documents secure and organized.

Poly Project
File Jackets

Enclosed document protection 
with content visibility

Two-Pocket 
Poly Folders

Protect projects and presentations
in the office or on the go

Slash-Style
File Jackets

Effortless color organization and
protection, ensuring easy access 

to frequently used documents
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